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SDX new bankable valve: focus on electric control. 

 

Compact Hydraulics for Walvoil is a consolidate and 

strategical product line composed not only by a huge offer 

of components but by an offer/proposals of integrated 

solution (Manifolds) for many different applications. 

SAE cartdriges, Parts in Body, Flow Diverters are mainly 

composing the portfolio of Compact Hydraulics through 

specific catalogues and specific web site selection guide. 

 

One of the emerging product family of the Walvoil Compact 

Hydraulic is a sectional on off valves also named 

bankables. 

At bauma 2019,  Walvoil will launch a new product that completes the wide range of SDE030 and SDE060 

stackables valves. 

The new SDX has been developed to offer to the market a compact solution with high control performance 

following the modern needs for high value power density. 

The drive line of the product lay out has been the mobile market. The accuracy in the control is ensured by 

Walvoil’s components common use largely tested.  

 

SDX will be rightly placed in the Walvoil range with a clear market positioning concerning price and 

performances. 

Mobile market, Aerial Platform, Truck mounted Cranes, Attachments, Municipal Vehicles, and all the 

applications where a flow up to 40LPm per section with local compensation and Ls pumps combination is 

requested, are the perfect application field of this new family, that will integrate the well known range of 

proportional pre and post compensated controls already produced by Walvoil. 

 

------------------- 

About Walvoil 

Walvoil, part of the Interpump Group, merges also both the experiences and Hydrocontrol and Galtech brands. 

Among the main manufacturers of integrated hydraulic products, electronics and complete mechatronics systems, Walvoil 

designs the future of motion in close touch with its customers and its partners from different sectors and markets. 

Present in Italy with seven production sites and a well reknown Test Department, that is the core of all its R&D activities, 

Walvoil can count also on eight branches in four continents and a capillary sales network allowing the company to be close to 

its main markets worldwide. 
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